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THAW EASES FUEL SHORTAGE
by Kevin Hanron
The .January thaw arrived in
Nt'w England this year on
January 21, c'xactly on schedule,
hul was wannpr and lasted longer
Ihan <lily January thaw in recent
years. The resultant savings in
fuel oil for heating homes in the
New England region freed oil for
Bridgewater State College. And,
since the thaw coincided with the
last week of the extended
semester break, it negated the
need for the shutdown following
an unusually mild December.
Professor Paul Blackford,
Assistant Professor Of Geography
and teacher of meteorology, has
compiled extensive data on fuel
consumption as part of the suc. cessful effort to conserve fuel oil·
al Bridgewater. During the two
extra weeks of the January
vacation, the closed college
consumed 46,489 gallons of fuel
oil. Tn comparison, the college
. consumed 52.6()O gallons when it
closed for two weeks last Marcil.
How'ever, if the coIlege could have
remained open during the last two
weeks of January, it would still
have,consumed only an estimated
;1'\,000 gaHons· of fuel on during.
Professor Blackford estimated
that there was a net savings of
7,700 gallons of fuel oil during the
two week extension.
In
retrospect, this difference was not
great enough to have neccl'ssituted the
closing. of
'Bridgewater for two additional
weeks, hut was nevertheless a
significant savings in the college
hudget.
However, Professor
Blackford cautions that the
unusually mild December and
,Januar'y thaw were factors in
An added
(lasing the crisis.
savings are found in statistics

revealing that the college is
presently consuming fuel a rate
17% slower than at the same time
last year.
Professor Blackford felt that
the primary reason for extending
t he semester break through
.January was based on the fact
thaI the college's fuel oil supplier,
Plymouth County Oil Corp. of
Brockton, could not guarantee a
supply for the entire month. In
view of this, and when the fuel
supply dwindled to a critieally low
level in late December, the Board
of
Trustees
arid
the
Massachusetts Board of Higher
Eclucationdecided to extend the
vacation period past ,January 25
<the middle of the h.eating winter
season>. However, the January
thaw, coupled with the unusually
mild weather in late December,
caused the December estimates
of fuel ~upp)y to be too low. The
resultwas that Bridgewater State
College could have reopened on
,January 15 as originally planned.
A~
Professor
Blackford
stressed, the January thaw was
unusually mild and extended.
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. " Whom It May Concern
"The Board of Directors of the
i ~ridg{'water Citizens Club held a
'!"'<'Iing fi'ebruary 3,1974, and has
'"" ('<1 to ban all College Student.s
'rotll its club and premise efIl'dive immediately. We would
Ippreceate it if this notice could
: II(' posted on campus. Thank you
~ ~ or your cooperation."
I !c-spectfully,
I;mws A. Freeman
I'l"('sident
The following letter was
"('eit'ved by Dean Deep and Dean
\1)('<\ earlier this week:

TIl(~ Bridgewater Citizens Club,

commonly known as "The
('Iub" has taken the option of
closing its doors to students.
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weeks in January is 27 degrees.
However, the average mean

temperature during the week
('nding .January 27 was 40.3
degrees (normal for late Marchl.
Dliring this period the temperature topped 48 degrees on six
separate days, peaking at a
record ()5 degrees on January 27.
M('anwhile, Bridgewater State
College had been ordered to close
in order to save fuel during the
"severe" part of the winter.
When will nature learn not to
interfere with the laws of man?

TIH'y, as a private club, do have
IIH' right to limit their customers
10 members and their guests.
I n searching out an explaination for the ban, a visit to
t11(' club was necessary. If you
plan on visiting them, expect a
locked door and a cool reception.
\""Iwever finally spoke gave a
quick, curt answ~r in reguard to
Ihe action, "We're getting static
from the Fire and Police
J)ppartments.
When students
come here, an hour later the place
'looks like a pig pen, Nothing
ag;linst the majority of students ..
hut some of them ... "
This is not the first tile the Club
11as closed its doors to the college
campus; but the exonomic strain
Ihat results forces them to reopen time and again. Past
reasons for closing the Club have
been rumored to be glass
breaking, ripped_ut plumbing,
fights and member student
friction

Hl7~
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by K~tie .Ma~on
of Men

.~

()('gl'ee Day Units

The Quh Is· Qosed!
. "':111

.

This is not the first tilme the
This is not the first time the
Club has closed its doors to ·the
college campus; but the economic
strain that results forces them to
rc-open time ~nd again. Past
reasons for closing the Club have
been rumored to be glass
hreaking, ripped out plumbing,
fights, and member/student
friction.
Last Sunday night. due to a
disagreement between students
and members, the Board of
Directors at the Club decided to
meet and put forth the ban.
Students who frequent the Club
are playing cards a lot or watching TV until the ban is lifted, as
most expect it will.
The need of studets to have a
place to go where they can drink,
relax, or just rap is "imperative
to the morale of the student
body."

By Nancy Doherty
Westbridge Appartments on
Plymouth Sh'eet was an offcampus housing complex for
<lpproximately thirty students.
La te
yesterday
afternoon
February 6, however, a fire broke
out in the building. Five to six
appartments were completely
gutted; the other rooms received
smoke and water damage. The
students, instead of studying or
partying, spent 'last night
retreaving what was left of their
furniture, c10thes and other
belongings and trying to drum up
a place to sleep.
Fortunately a lot of people
came to their aid. The Salvation
Army and Red Cross were quick
The Red
lo offer assistance.
Cross contacted Deans Deep and
Shea at the College and rooms
were found at Pope Hll and Great
Hill for five women and eight
men. The approximately twenty
other displaced residents found

I'cfugc on their own.

The alarm for the fire went out
at 5: 18pm and companies from
firehouses in Bridgewater, W.
Bridgewater
and
Halifax
responded to the scene. Men and
apparatus from E. Bridgewater
covered other calls.
The
Bridgewater Police were also
dispatched to aid at the appartments and to detour traffic.
Apparently there was only one
injury. Fireman Roderick Walsh
was taken to the hospital for
smoke inhalation; no one was
seriously hurt.
The cause of the fire, which an
eyewitness said soared to twice
the height of the building, was
unknown as or press time. It is
noi thought to be of a suspicious
nature, however. The reason for
the fire and the condition of the
building prior to the blaze are
being investigated.

Voter Registration
Town of Bridgewater Elections
FINAL REGISTRATION DATE
FEB. 8
If you are not registered in your
hometown and if you have
stayed (living) one night in
Bridgewater (and intend to remain)
.and if' you are 18 yrs. of age or older

REGISTER TO VOTE!
;
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Uninvolvement
hy .Jim Beith
Why the great majority of keeps a large number of students
students don't involve themselves f)'om joining various campus
'wilh the people, Hetivites, and organizations. Rither they don't
goal:.; of lhe various dubs and realize that there is no better way
organizations on our campus is a
of gaining competence and
('UI'jous thing, So curious, in fact,
('onfidence t.han by throwing
Hwl the nwmbership of these themselves in the midst of an
organizations spend a substantial
unfamiliar situation, or, they feel
amount of time trying to un- t he confidence they might
derstand the psychology of these
possibly gain is not worth the risk
non-involved students and of failure.
devising the appropriate means of
I t a Iso seems the ad<Iltracting and recruiting them.
minist.rators' relationship with
Personally I know of no t he student body has and always
organization on campus that is will thrive on our overall lack of
satisfied with the gize of its ('onfidence. Most students dare
to assert their individuality on
membership. After a month-or-so
of active recruitment and getting j heir independence from the
They will
virtually nowhere, club members administration.
l1sually throw up their hands in "huckle under" whenever the
dispair and try Lo satisfy them- slightest pressure is applied. This
. selves with attaining what goals leaves any student dealings with
they can with a limited mem- those in Boyden Hal) in a
hership. It is a frustrating thing precarious position,
While I'm on the subject of
to think your enthusiasm is not
student-administration
shared or appreciated by others.
This acts to limit and compromise relationships, J may as well say
somt'thing of the tactics employed
goals further.
But why do so many students by our college elders to ensure
I'('fuse to get involved? Is it that continued student body imthey have other interests; no potence. The technique is by no
lim<.'; 110 money; no'interests; or nwans novel and is not nece('ssarily ignoble, although in this
is it that they have no confidence?
These non-involved individuals ('ai'll' it is. Divide and conquer. It
arc t he only people qualified to is' a simple enough theory to
illlswpr the question though it understand and easier yet to
might
mC'an
temporarily <'ffect against a politically naive
discarding the usual defense student body. Create factions
- m<'chanisms and being honest within the opposition and they will
with themselves.
. not only be incapable of
Given the build-up college life mastering an offense but their
gets from parents and high school . defense will crumble as well.
Simply stated measures such
instructors. it is understandable;
for mcwy seventeen and eighteen as these are not appreciated by

year oids to be somf'what awe-

Ihose students who are aware of

struck with the whole scene. This
leaves them open to intimidation
hy administrators. faculty, and
yes, ('ven other students.
1 guess that it is the feeling of
intimidation by other students;
suspecting they lack
the
nccmisary competence, that

it. By snowing their contempt and
disrespect for· us they might
someday learn t hey will only

"OF COURSE. WE/~E MAKlt-l& 6tsa<.\FICt:,S-~ 't/u.. HAve YOU

kWOW-n:lIS

~M IS ~~se.L.Y <08 DeGRM!·

Continent Staff Meeting
Friday

February H.- 3:00

Can you type?
write?
spell?
read?
draw? ~
ant to .put your freetime to use?

coME TO THE MEETING!.
,

i

A,

receive. contef!1pt. and disrespect
in return. It is a rather unhealthy

situation, but as things stand now
it l'annot be avoided.

EDITORIAL

In Retrospect:

'Mike Vieira
Edi tor-in-Chief.

In lie'u of an Editorial this week, we thought It would be good to ph1('f
some quotes in the paper in preparation for the Bicentennial in 197ft
It's not that there's nothing to Editorialize about this week. We were
going to satirize the SGA meeting, but we thought Bob Gay's remarks Clnd
the minutes were funnier, We even were thinking of hitting the age old
problem of apathy, but figured that no one would read it.
Ro, with the help of a pamphlet called First Principles; The Platform
of '7fi. Imblished by the People's Bicentennial Commission, we thou~ht
w("d let you read what "Tbc~ ForefathCI's" had to say about corporations,
Itlw and or<l('r, and COlTUI)Uon. Hm-m-m, It seems as if thin~s ha,'en't
('h;lngt'd that much have they?

Nancy Doherty

Karen Zeichick
Production Director

Declaration
of Independence

flkip Malo~ey
Culture Editor

Rar~ara'

Tobin
Photography

Mary Chris Kenney
Art

Writing Staff
.Judie Bergeron
Hichard Pacheco.
.Joanne Tarpey
Richard Tonner
Jodie Bailey
. Dick S1ead;nan
Lorri Gl'nchauski" Gllyle La Belle
Aviad Dagan
UndaFolsic
Peggy Carroll
Chuck Nechtein
. (,huek Ma

Thomas Jefferson

He has erected a multitude of new
offices, and sent hither swarms of Officers to
harrass out people, and eat out their substance,

. (ieorge F', Sutherland Jr,
Adv,ertising Manager

Katie Mason
News Editor

I hope l-W shall crush in its birth the
aristocracy of our moneyed corporations,
which dare already to challenge our government to a trial of strength and bid defiance
to the laws of our country,

The more elevated the person who
errs, the stronger sometimes is the obligation
to refute him,
James Otis, 1762

Wanda Mingola
Business Manager.

Manaeim! Editor

I

The ~OMMENT is a ~tudentsupported

Tom Perry
.. Sports Rditor

PrOduction Staff
Kafhy Bennett
,Jana Kibbe
. Pat Hickey .
Bob Hapisa ..da
1 ~anne Fuller
operated weekI

ser,vlll~ the, ac~demlC community of Bridgewater Stare
EdItorIal polIcy IS determined by the Editor-in Ch· r'
)'. '
th Ed't 'I t a r f '
Ie III consu tabon Wl
e
I orta s
. Repubhcations of all rna-terl'al .. t d h
'.
b'dd
'th t h
.
prm e
erem I~
L~tteernsWtol thOUeedt'te expressed written permission of the Editor-in-ChiE>f
I or are encouraged b t
tb
less. All letters must be signed but n~::es~~l b e l~~~e~dto 2.50 words
t~ ,!,l e u~n
..
Letters are also subje~t to condensation· Ad
r
upon request. . All correspondence sho~ld Vbee -ds1dng rateds Will bE' mal
..
.a. resse. to THF.
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CAN FLY
By Chuck Nechtem

I wasn't sure why I was going
span of time. But this was ..tdif_
.' . to. resume :iny . studies at
ferentt This was me, my life, and
:. Bridgewater :in a few days,but I
no damn song was going to force
:th~jught it would be better' than
me into feeble acceptance. I'm
. ~ Jiu!ldling· groceries at a Stop & too important (so I thought).
:~hOp. .()l' driving.8 cab. Still, my
I fen into a greater depression.
'schooling and future looked bleak
After my friend left, I stared out
. 8o'~' 'I: called 'On' it friend.'
my huge picture window facing
My;
was~l stocldly. built ,roule one. This seemed an ap>p()litical sCience:rnajor at 'Boston. propriate amen -everybody
::~::Go)lege whO .Was :6(lfding. and
traveling and rushing about,
i!Ji4a~e-agin:g already. We~ bilked
getting somewhere, or thinking
)~f.Qpr:s~e~lngly.Appeless futures.
they were. When I had sat for
':; ;1I~ ",adv'ise,d':irt'e:·that worrying ,wnat seemed hours, a with the sun
'idlout the 'ineYltable is a foolish . disappearing and the moon
:~'a~.te:.o~ :enefliy ;hich cO,-!ld be :shiningappearence leaving a
better used for sex and drinking.
golderihue on the room, I heard a
Not comforted by the prospect " faint tapping sound from the
of these time filling activities, I
bottom of' the window.
I
despairingly felt" that something' . cautiously walked to the window
-was missing. from. my. life. I
and peered down at what looked
Leonard
Coh~n's
,like a·~aterpillar. It was staring
. recalled
"Passing Through;' .,w'h'ich poi'nts "at me and had one hand (or was it
out tha t in life w~ are 'only visitors
a foot?) extended in the air as
and should take it for what it is . though it were waving.
, worth-a journey through a brief
I unconsciously opened the

frien'd

,> ;

e

FINAL TAX PAYMENT
FOR SOME DUE
"

. BOSTON-~M.any Massachusetts . than ,$100 not co.vered by
citizens- wh'o do not have ~nough:
withholding.' The estimates in
'taxes withheld are required' to
this case are due January 15."
pay their final installment of 1973
"There is one exception to this
estimated Federal Income Tax no
rule," he said, "and that's when
later than Tuesday, January 15.
,the taxpayer files his return and
Also due on Tuesday are ame)1ded
pays all tax due by January 31. In
estimates from citizens whose
that case the final 1973 in1973 income changed sub-· stallment is not required, the
. stantially during the last quarter.
amended declaration is not
"Many taxpayers first met the
required nor is an original
requirements fqr filing a tax
January
15
declaration
declaration durmg the last three. required. "
months of 1973,';' said William E.
IRS Publication 505, "Tax
Williams, IRS District Director
Withholding and" Declaration of
·for Massachusetts, "Taxpayers
Estimated Tax," available free
are generally required to file an
from the Boston IRS office,
estimate if they owe the IRS more
provides additional information.

window and perceived a red and
brown creature with much fur
covering, its tiny body.
Amazingly, i~ began to speak in
English. He said, "Hello" but I
could only stand there, perhaps to
. wait for my eyes to blink and
awaken me from this fantasy .
"Hello," it repeated in a pleasing
voice, "I saw you staring out the
window for a long time and
wondered what could be the
matter."
"I didn't know insects could
talk." I found myself replying.
"Oh yes, we can speak just as
you humans do, but nobody ever
bothered
to listen. People are so busy
listening
to
themselves,
especially those in so called high
positions, that they never notice
what other living beings have to
say. It's something like when you
were born, for that first second
yOI) could hear the wonderful
sound of the earth. But after you
were slapped and gulped your
first air, the sound was muffled
and finally lost beneath harsh
voices, honking horns, hollow
music, and other elements which
conceal sound."
I couldn't believe this-a
caterpillar telling me these
secrets
that
seemed
preposterous. I decided to ask the
little caterpillar about the uncertainty of my future in spite of
my apprehension towards him.
"Little caterpillar, I have
a
feeling that my life is slowly
slipping away. I believe there is
so much to be done and yet I am
helpless. Look at the highway out
there. People travelling, being

certain professions and goals, but
I am a caterpillar then a butterfly
and in my mind I am always one
with nature, blown about by the
wind and tossed by the fortune of
the elements. But I am not really
a ca terpillar or butterfly as you
are not a person. You are as I and·
I as you: You are searching for
something that will make you
happy and at the same time leave
part of you in others. You win
find that the miles you travel and
the people you meet will be great
and you will learn much. But the
longest and most difficult journey
is inward towards the realization
that you are real and you can

The caterpillar seemed a little
saddened, as if he expected me to
understand more. "When one
loves, .he gives something of
himself-a deep meaningful part of
himself which is too often
neglected. When you love and
recieve even a small portion in
return you will see the clouds as great hope, a caterpillar .as a
butterfly, a butterfly as a teardrop, and where the tear has
landed, a flower will grow."
Suddenly this -homely figure
was transformed into the most
exquisite butterfly I had ever
seen. Red, violet, blue, green,
and yellow were meshed and
illuminated as he flew toward the:

something, while I sit and ac-'

love.'"

sun and was lost within the haze of

complish nothing."
The little fellow sat for a while
before he spoke. "I have many
legs but travel few miles in my
lifetime. You have but two legs
and yet try to go great distances.
You people are directed towards

'

ano'ther day.:." .
But I always thought that
swered my qu~stion, but sti~l I
was somewliat 're]ie~ed, as . 'butterfiies . came' from caeQons.
though I were awakened by this
strange creature. "You speak of Special Thanks goes to Linda,.
love, but how can it be brought who allowed me to complete the
story.-C.N.
into my life?"

.

:-'

I wasn't certail1 that' he' an-

I
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WntDlent
wlllllluter Car-pool w-ordinator
(EDITOR'S NOTE: We thought the best way to arrange the namE'S W8R
by town or city rather than by area. This way each commuter can judgE'
which route would be easiest to arrange the car-pool.)

No. Attleboro:
Claire Golembewski
86 High St.,695-0616
Arrival: 9:30, T. Th.
, Departure: 2: 45 T. Th.

JoAnn Leach
17 Copeland Sl., 587-6171
Arrival: 9, M: 9:15, T. Th.
R.W. F.
Departure: ::t.M:.4,T: 5, W.
.
10::m. Th. ; 12,F'.

Fall River:
PHtty Murphy·
252 Cypress St., 673-5954
Arrival: 8, M. w. F.
n, ;r.Th.
Departure: 12';M. W,F.
j

••

,

Departure: 1, M. W. F.
1;15. T. Th.

I
I)

Randolph:

Weymoth:

Tricia F'ord
47 Ii'ohler Rd., 74H-lSH3
Arrival: 8. M. W. F.
H. T. Th.
Departure: 1, M. W. Th. F ..

.ll·ffery O'Connell
P.O, Box 659, 56:3-5343
Arrival: 9. M. W, F.
H::IO, T. Th ..
D{'partur~: 2, M. T. Th.
.:t. W. 12. F.

,Jim Cunniff
2n:1 G I'ove St., 9f;3-32:l6
AITival: H. M. W. F.
B, T. Th.
Departure: 12. M. W. :J, T.
10:45, Th. I, F .

Brad Mnater
10:1 Homestead Ave., 337-1054

J

Ar'l'ival: 9:30-.0, M., W. F.
Dpparture: 3:30-4, M. W. F.

\

No. Plymouth:

Scituate:

Clark Maglathlin

Toni Jillson
7 ,Jay Rd., 545-527()
Arrival: n. M. F. !}, W.
:~. T.
Dpparture: 5, M. T. :t::W. W.
12, P.

Marshfield:
.James Miller
5 Bighten St.
Green Harbor, 837-0165
Arrival: R-9, M-F
D(~parture: 5, M·Th ..
Ii. F.

Milton:
,John Vercollone
44 woodchester Dr., 696-4059
Arrival: HI, M. W.
H:25, '1', Th. f,

:1Hf) Court St. (Rt. 3A), 746-17759
Arrival: 9, M. W. Ii'.
Dpparture: 5, M. W. F,

Quincy: .'
Angela MHrella
In CI1erry St., 472-4014
Arrival: n, M. F. Ill. W,
!l:25, -T. Th.

Dl'parture: 4, lVI, W. F.
:J. T. Th.

l

So. Weymouth:
.Joanne Eddy
121 Park Ave., 337-9865
Arrival: 11. M. W. F .
!l. T. Th.
D{'parture: 3, M. W. F.
2:4;'. T. Th.
Diane Parmenter

:m Veda Rd .. 335-5622

Karen Lucchese
~:; Whorthleberry La., 545-3304
Arrival: B, M. W. F.
10, T. Th ..
. D('parture: :~, M. T. 1'h. F.
I, W.

Arrival: ~l:ao T. Th.
Departure: I, T: Th.

DepHrture: 5, M-F.

New Bedford:
.John Pires

I

No. Falmouth:

10, to'; 5.Th.

24 Varley St.,: 614-!i3~:~.
Arrival; 9, M-F

I

Hingham:

:!, T.

Brockton:

I

Donald Robidoux
3~H TarkinHillRd., ...9;}-3115
Arrival: 9, M. w. F.
Oepartur'e: :3, M, F.··4 W,

This is the complete list of students schedules that was turned in to Tht'
Comment as of Tuesday. All scnedules sub~itted during the eorning
week will be printed in the next issue. We must have them by Tu;s?a y or
there will not be enough time to sort and type them for that week S lSSUE'.
All forms submitted after Tuesday will be printed in the following week's
issue.
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KEEP ON TRUCKING
George F. Sutherland Jr.
The independent truckers of the country are tired and angry about thE'
high prices for deisel fuel and as a result we are the ones who suffer.
The problem is complex. The truckers cannot afford to run their ruggs
at the prices they have to pay fpr fuel. One can sympathize with thE' fart
that they have families to clothe and feed as well as bills to pay. HowE'vE'r
it seems grossly unfair that a small group, like the truckers can clOSE'
down the nations highways to truck traffic.
One direct result of this chaos is that BSC could possibly be in trouh1E'
in the area of food service deliveries. No food in the dormitories ('ouM ~~~=:;:::;::=::;::::;~~~~
mean a shutdown of the campus indefinately until the problem thE'
campus indefinatley until the problem is resolved. Going to classes in thE'
summer would be the answer to the problem, but there would be qui(p em
arguement with the Administration if that happened.
Another result that the general public wiH feel first will be the lack of
• : ,IL ~
..- : ~~:
food, especially produce on the shelves of their neighborhood super-.
c;... markets. Air freight and rail deliveries of fresh meat from Chicago have
already been instituted by the A& P and First National Stores respPC'- ~·~...cll",~
lively. The added expense of these measures means higher food costs to
'Say, man, let's go beat up on some protest()rs!"
.. • - ,.:.... 3'1'"
the consumer and a very good chance that massive layoffs will result in
the major food chains, from the loss to business.
The only way to solve this problem is by Federal intervention. The
government must step in and (1) roll back fuel costs (2) prevent further
violence on the highways (3) establish a commission with the power to
take action against truckers and the oil companies who refuse to fillow
ie regulations. If something is not done soon, some morning we could
II parking space at Stop and Shop.
full
of thieves, woul'd:~bi';7.fo
hy Gayle LaBelle
'ike up and find no gas, no food and no jobs to go to, a thought that makes
T had completely forgottep.t() g~t-t~usinessmen. The new~·~<iXti~}J~~::~·;
~ shudder.
Last night, whqe sleeping in Jhe groceries. What an idiot! It's display, which replacetl'-Ule1 •
my climate controlled room, I had just that I was so .concerned with hreadaisle, was completely
a horrible nightmare. It's a little getting to Fall River for my ~p- overturned. One man lay on the
hazy now, but remembering back, pointment because jf I wasn't floor motiDnless with an empty"
l'
J was on the telephone making an "I here by 3:45 p.m. I would have to mushroom can at his side;
order
through
Sears'
catalogue,
turned
into
another
aisle,
my
appointment with a Fall River
and I just couldn't wait that long.
arms full of Rice-a-Roni, and
"service station to get gas.
I
By George F. Sutherland Jr.
remember distinctly now. The I was desperate now, I can tell collided with Chicken of the Sea. I
rushed past the debris to join the
"ecretary gave me a 3:45 p.m. yDU. Since Stop ad Shop was
February 5, 1974 marked the beginning of serious action hv thE' appointment. I knew I had to only three miles from my house, I congregation at t~e meat cDunter.
Commonwealth, to deal with the the gasoline shortage. Gov~rnor I wanted to go to the dentist, but decided I better walk. I went out
I had my coupons for Shake 'N,., .. ;.
Sargent must be cDmmended for ordering the Oregon System into effE'ct Ihat really wouldn't by any 10 t.he tDol shed to get my father's 'Bake and Skippy peanut butter,
as of Monday February 11.
problem because he has drive-in ,wheelbm:row ~nd went tr,ucking ,))1,11 it was. no,),L~e;.~!lie"ISk,ipPMfW~l)m i
The Oregon System, Massachusetts style, will request all persons service.
lip the road. At least '1 had one' "all gone; I feltdefealed:·.l tUftJed'.. r,
owning automDbiles, whose number plates end in odd digits to fill thE'ir
('onsolation to calm me ... there . )lway Jrom .the .c.ounter with.·a, -' ,
T got my scarf, coat. and glo
tanks on odd numbered days of the month. Even numbered plates will tH'
ves on" put 'Out all of the kerosene ~V;IS a good supply of flour' in the heavy heart, laden with Ricerequested to fill their tanks on the egen days. Vanity plates will he lamps, and out the door I went.
t'abinets down cellar.
aRoni. and when I got outside
treated as odd number plates. Emergency vehicles as well as comWhen I finally got to Stop and someone
had
stolen. my.
Much to my amazement, there
mercial vehicles may get gasoline any day of the week. The onlv
were cars parked all over my Shop it was dark. Windows were wheelbarrow.
regulation in the plan is that motorists get at least three dollars worth~f li
AbDUt this time I began to wake
ront yard. "Cars and camping hroken and bodies lay strewn in
gasoline, smaller cars will be given gasoline in an amount determined hv
Malicious tip. Something had happened to
Irailers extended as (ar as the eye t he parking lot.
t!1e i,!dividual gas station owners.
'
'eould see. I tapped on the window shouting emitted from the store, my CDZY Floriday atmosphere.
. The major drawback to this plan is that for the time being, the plan is
hut after walking this distance, I ,was freezing, absolutely freezing,.
of a Volkswagen and awoke a
III . effect on a volentary basis.
The Governor is waiting for the
rJecid~d'
to ,go in';
",.'.
. <~lOd thenI r:em~mbered .. '. the· oil
family of eight tD ask why they .
LegIslature to pass a law, in the General Court, that would make comrhe
stDre
managers
were
chained
Jruck didn't come this'month'.,;,' r,d
were parked in front of my house.
pliance with the plan mandatory for all statcons in the CommDnwE'alth
. ,
.'·,f
They were terribly annoyed with . to the'cash registers.and·all the
If the legislature does not produce such a law it is estimated that about
cashiers had been herded into the aptly put ,it. "shake off these, ~.', r
my obviously stupid question.
50-60% of the gasoline dealers in the state would ignor the plan as it has
meat frezzer. The market was mortal roils and snares that bind.' <.,.
They were waiting, of course, for
been stated.
us. "
The fa~t is that if teeth are not put into the law, we the consumers, wi11
T suppose it's this prerequisite
once agam be the ones to suffer. It must be emphasized that if the law is
of
humility. t~at stDPS,. r.nc;n¥~·
not emforceable, the statute passed by Governor Sargent will becomE' a
by
Otuck
Marotta
people
from trustingtheir'live&1:~
worthless ~kice of p~per. Sasoline rationing is here to stay, IN MY
fiod
and
enjoying the fruits of a"
l1cknowledge His interyention in
(~PION. It IS about tIme that someone did something about waiting in
So what's there to do? Many
spirit filled ·life. 'Th~frJit-oi-the,::
hnes for over an hour to get two or three dDllars worth of gasDline. The
our
(larthly
lives.
writers bring oul such questions
~eopl~ <Ire tired of the situation and the Legislature is getting tired of
ft'or us He is a living God. He is !;pirit the Bible.(God's Word) tells:·
as these. They question our social
hstemng to complaints. The time for action is NOW! ! !
mores, they question our Ii fe- Ihere to help us in times of tiS i:::: love, .1oy;peace, pafle~e;~:
trouble, He is there to magnify' kindnes~, gODdness,"faithf1.,llnes.S1
111
with any solutions to these" our happiness in times of joy. He gentleness. and self·contr{)~:' ~ If'
questions. I see the need for is there to guide us in each foot- you would like to have thOSe
characteristics of 'your life, you t
questions, but I like to see an- step we take along life's path.
('an.
To have a true peac~ of mind
swers to those questions. So I'd
God revealed Himself to man
like to tell you about an answer to in the person of Jesus Christ who ,1I1 you have to do is t~ust God.
Many people can't see trusting
('ame to point to us the wav to
all t~is.
(;od
and taking Him at His word.
Since our traditional escape pternallife. Some people say that
They
say, "That may be all right
nwchanisms haven't solved our "(his means only that we might
for you but not for me: After
>!
problems but me-rely have blotted hope for a more peaceful
Special election for 2 vacant SGA seats ~hem out of our mind, they aren't ('xistence after we die. But He what will people think? Won't
iln HtlSWer. What's needed is ('ame, as He said, "that they hecome a coward ,by relyi l1g·
God?"
Far- from :making, ~
somrthing more permanent and !that's all of us) may have life
someDne
a
coward thougfi,"Ged·'solid as a rock. The answer I have and have it more abundantly." If
will give a person strength~ to' .
,in mind isn't that complicated. In I read Him rorrectly, He means to
endure many a trial.·
.
Tact. it's right in front of your add a deeper meaning to 'Our
Paula Holden 81 votes
If you wantto know more about,
nose. all you have to do is make present existence. our life here
this strength and peaee that only
. the first move. God is the answer. and now. on this planet.
Sherin 'Brien 73 votes
God
can give there 'is a ·prayer
Some' people think of Him as
.RUt. before we can experience
fellowship grDup, on CaJ;TIpU5, that
just a disinterested Creator sit- I hIS abundant life we must
John Moore 37 votes
meets at 10:30 at the Newman"
Iing around somewhere in the humble ourselves.
We must
douds. not caring about what surrender our lives to Him before
('enter on Tuesdays. (This is an
happens on this planet. others HE' wil] work wonders in our lives
ecumenical grDup.) Why not ~p
question His existence and then and give us a true "peace 'Of
hy'? If you think I'm all wet this
Ihere are those like me who
eould
be the makings for a gOOd'"
mind." We must acknowledge
h<'yond a :::hadow 'Of a doubt-feei Ihat we are sinful humans and
debate. You can contact :me at
IIi!;' presence. and who aks for and need Him to. as Shakespeare so Toom 110 Durgin Hali~Box472-:'">
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PPENINGS

Ellie Hannon

ComingEv~nts

Planned Events

':.

Monday; February. 2Sthrough
. Friday, . March So-Faculty Art
Show, S;U. Gailery.
Sunday; March 3 through
Saturday, March i6--Exhibit' of
Kennedy
Documents, S.U.
Gallery.

Wednesday, March 27-"Colleges
in the 70's" by Dr. Harold Taylor,
former president of Sarah
Lawrence College (Lecture), 8:00
p'.m., S.U. Aud.

Fine Arts Series:
Feb, 20--"Musica
(chamber music)

Thursday, March 28··Guitarist
Carlos Montoya (ConcerO, 8:00
p.m., S.U. Aud.

Apr.
Troupe.

,Mar.

28-~qarlos

Thursday, March 14--Faculty
Wives Food Club Bazaar, S.U,
Conf. Rm. 1 & 2.
Sunday, March 17 through Sunday, March 31--Faculty Art Show,
S. U. Gallery.

4~-Dinosaur

Rathskellar: Hopefully a special
Valentine's Rathskellar(Feb. 13)
and a St. Patricks Day Irish
Rathskellar (Mar. 17) plus others.
All Rathskellar nights are subject to approval of liquor license.

Dance

April--Current Controversial
Issues- looking into 3 particular
lectures to choose from, undecided.

'Bingo--Every 2nd & 4th Wednesday of month.

May --Women's Month - Guest
lecturers, undecided.

don'j miss it this time. Even jf
,lhealre doesn't interest you. Tony
Whlst--Every 1st & 3rd Wedwill teach you things about the
nesday' of month.
hody you carry around that could
change your whole motion
process (I find my body language
vocabulary fo be ('onsiderably
increased).
The Boston Conservatory's
production
of·
COMPANY was ... well, it was ...
! hesitant1yl good. Apparently
(like our own MAN FOR ALL
Sf<~ASONS) was· produced in the_
fall and didn't receive notification
. <'go.
'But aside from my per-. 'If it.s selection for competition
sonal trageCty, the Festival as a IIntil a few weeks ago,
lTnI IT1ust·ha",e:told,half the,school
wholewasa rather unique trip, T lortunately, it showed.' The
,about my' participati<m in the
registered on Thursday but had to performance lacked that._. elusive
American 'College Theatre ·retUrn early ~on Friday myself quality you. might calI "tightand Professor Barnett traveled to '1 ('ss". it dragged
. Festival and did so with such
a' while
maddening smugness, it's a
HIC (Rhode Island College) and then hacamC' hrilliant then w~nt '
wonder I have any friends left.
became immersed in numerous hack. I'd like to see the show
My ego has a tendency to run just
fi'estival activities.
From .1fter a ('ouple of weeks of
ahead of what I would consider
workshops in the morning and' rehearsalR.
Saturday was
justifiable confidence, I probably
afternoon to the evening per- audition day. It was also on(' of
wouldn't have thought of it, if I
formance of COMPANY (Boston thost' 'wrath of N('w England'
hadn't lost. I lost <well, I didn't' Conservatory) the day was a busy dClVS whkh r('suJtNl in Elliot
win ... but it·wasn'tTeally a los~) .' one. I attended both of Tony. Nc;,·tol1·s turdhwss' (h.' was a
The $500l.schblarship went 'to
Montanaro's
workshops:
.judg(') !lnd an agonozing d('Jay in
I.ola - Thatcher .- from . Hrown
amazed', delighted and eager for· . 014' start of tlH' sdlOlarship
University. The· names of the
more. 1 believe that plans are in auditions,
At :l:OO p.m. CHILE
nlternate and runners up were
motion to bring him here again WOMAN Hhat's "child" without
lost in the backwash of deflated' ;and if you missed it. last time, 'till' "d") was IU'pspntNl by Brown
lJlliv(·rsit,v. Tilt' scholarship'
1

The Alllerican College

I

it:

Theatre- Festival

{or

SendtheFTD
L6veBundie and the
Extra Touch of
Joie de' Fleur perfume.
M

1M

1M

wil1lU'l',

<'IUls"1l

original

LOLA

That('hf'r,

to ('omp('t(' from

was
this

1)la~'

to

opth('
not

thf'l'c'hy allowing nl(' tht'
1)()l'tunity (41 Iw pr('s('ut at
a nnOUI1('(,IH(,llt , 'whit'h did
{'onw until V(,l'y lat(' 011(' to
('V(')'

agonizinJ,(

thf'

dimwl' spc('ch

rontinc'.
All told, a v('ry
pl'lldlldiv(' w('('kt'mf of Uwatl'(,
a !HI (or mf', <l v('ry big l('ssol1 in
(h(' folly of ovt'reonfid('nc(' (I'll
g(" it nt'x!' yf'U r, though.)

U,ually

ova".b~ I." ~1250*
fe<

!',lAs an independent businessman, ea~h
FTD Member Florist sets his own prices.
Q1974 Florists' Transworld Oelivery.Assodation.

"Your Extra jpuch Floris'"

Decathlon (undecided)
Pool, ping pong, shuffleboard,
checkers, skittle bowl, pin baU,
puzzles, etc ...

POETRY

Is Not
Just A Newspaper
of

humbleness

1;>ont ever ask me why,
I do,
Jove,
You,
Have all the answers!
YetDont ever blame me for
misjudging,
'You,
Have' all the wonders,
.~nd me"".

. Can't.HeJp itl ... , .

Jon HAll
Parched ground stretches before
me
etldlessly,
gl'bund convulsed with cracks,
gaping cracks
That grope downwards to
.God Knows where

Here I sit as usual
"t.rying to think esoteric
thoughts,"
an of course, getting no-where
I'm hiredl
So tired.

last Wednesdayvenlning' with
feeling

APOLOGY
by Avi Dagan

Memoirs of a Battle while using a
paper Sword.

By Yvonne Prevost

When she's there
and you're here
.
and irs Valentine's Day,
send her the FTD
.
LoveBundle Bouquet
-tender IJlos.soms
and a satin
heart sachet with a
capsule of FfD·s"'....~,..VI"
exclusive new .
perfume, Joie de
Fleur" Call or visit your .
FTD Florist today. He can
send your flowers acrosS the
street or across the country.

Trips-(proposed, undecided)
1) Train to New York City or
2) Bus to Kentucky Derby May
or
3) Big trip to Lisbon or Madrid
or Costa del Sol (not likely, but
proposed)

by a RroWll
{'niv('I'sHy Stud('llt. Gayl... ,Jonf's.
Tht, play was blal'k in (,OIH'('pt
and was a r('lativ('ly d("('(,I1L black
('nltlll'lli stat('nwnt, thongh just a
hit long for not having an int('l'missioll (2hl's., WOlin.) And
l'atl1('" C'x('('ssivf' in its utilization
or "rtl('k" and its d('rinatiws (i(',
mothl',"ru{'kl'I'). That opinion may
dt'l'iv(' fl'om an unfamiliarity with
til(' d('l,id('d ('tlltm'(' as oppos('d to
a st!"kt d('fillitioll of ...·X(·('ss ...
,\s Ull' ·wl·ath.or N('w England
('ontilHH'd to lay down snow th(',""
\\-'as a qUl'stioU as
w'wtht'r w('
would 1'(,IlHlin fortlw bilnqu('t and
SlIhsc'(IU('ut :llllioim(,,,irn'-llt of tJl(' ~ .
s('hohu'shill winIlPI'. I would lik"
141 ('XI)I'('SS my d,-('pf'st thanks to
PI'()ff'SSOI' Hal'lwU (my riot'
hump) I'm' J'('maining at RIC

The Catholic Worker

As a long term writer for the
'Catholic Worker' and a wen
known author of many books,
Dorathy Day, just recently
released from jail, gave a wonderful account of her efforts spent
as a Christan Social worker and
peace moderator, The audience
was astonished to hear how many
senior citizens, young people and
clergy of many a diocese are
alleviating the poverty situations
in slums ghettoes and towns
throughtout the U.S ..
At present, the Catholic
workers have been recovering
land and property in Newport
R.I.. Houses which would have
been torn down have been"
renovated by high school students
and rented to families receiving
little income. One- might say--ffiat
she filled the library lectllrl"! h:ll1

Ice Skating PartyPossible, weather permitting,
at Carver's Pond. TBA.

\ March--Educational Month
(proposed, undecided- guest
lectureres in field· of education.

April 21-May 5--Student Art SetUp, S.U. Gallery.

'Educational Service Courses are
also available for:
Mixology
Cake ~e(!OI:a tjng
Auto R:ep~ir.

Scuba Hiving' LessonsProposed, undecided.

Lecture Series:
February--Sports Figure (not
chosen, undecided)

Basketball· Games--SMU,
Salem, Mass. Maritime, Lowell,
Worcester,Framingham.
Hockey games--Framingham,
Babson, Salem, MIT.
4 Girls Basketball Games-TBA.

April 21-April 27--Student Photo
Show, S.U. Gallery.

Videotape Shop
Prot:~;;ed to take place J>ome
Saturday ip March.

Montoya,

Videotaping and Broadcasting of:
,Drama Club performances of
"The wind in the Willows":
March 7--10 a.m. & 1 p.m.
March 8--10 a.m. & 1 p.m.
March 9--2 p.m.
March 11--10 a,m, & 1 p.m,

Spring Weekend (Proposed)
April 10-12--Concert, musician,
Cabaret night. Possibly another
small concert in May <undecided)

The following events. are undecided, still in planning, but
proposed by SU Program Committee.

Viva It,

For above Fine Arts Series,
season tickets are now in print.
Students get reduced rates to Fine
Arts Series and for season tickets.

Thursday, April 4--Contemporary
Dance Troupe, New England
;Tuesday I March 5--BJood Drive, .
Dinosaur Company, 8:00 p.m.,
IS.U. Ballroom.
S~U. Aud.
Wednesday, March 6--Boston
'Music of Viva (Concern, 8:00
p.m., SU Aud.

5

H

and

humaneness,
In some aspects. the Catholic
workers resem'ble those who join
Vist and the Peace Corps, Certainly it is a most rewarding
experience.
Many students
thought of voluntering their
services. Wouldn't you like to
join? Reguardless if you say yes
or no everyone can certainly start
to help make BSC campus what it
ought to be and even help in
their own communities.
The lecture was followed by an
art exhibit given by Mr. Strickman of the Somerset-Fall River
area. His paintings display much
talent and cover topics such as
Fall River's BMC Durfee Tower,
the Somerset Cove, etc. All are on
the third floor of the Library,

Tired of faces half painted
in vapid gold.
'rired oflamptious pendents
running and jumping
and jumping and running
on a treadmill that looks
mighty rusty.
Suuun, I'm a god!
A mighty funny acting
and not quite so omniscient
god.
I just want to know what I am!
I kmrw I'm not a
freaky superstar,
.and I'm not a member
of the pepsi generation,·
What I am is a shy lonely boy-man
searching for a statue in the
wilderness.
and wading through. quicksand to
find it.
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C~LECTIVE
EOllCn T10N
81 A'VI D.H6AJJ
~~:cg~---------------'.---

Since the kibbutz was established as a way of life, it has been kJ'loWJ'l rtf:
a producer of youngsters who were the top quality, as ('om per with
('hildren whocarne from the cities.
By the time the kibbutz heccuTlP
famous as a producer of top quality soldiers and officers, its YOllnp-!'ter!'
filled f'pecial forces in the army that was based on kibbutz rnf'mi1f'r1'
were kibbutz rnel1)bers.
P{ TRLTC OPINION
What makes the kibbutz children superior to the others? Tn flthf'r
words, why has this system succeeded in educating its children to f1e
hetter? The major factor is the suroundings of the individlla1. pis
His group age creates a big amount of preasure on the individual Cll1n
forces him to grow up as better. This preasure is the 'public opinion'
which thrown at the individual from all directions, his parents, f1f'ip-hhours. friends. all in aU the kibbutz society.
On the surface, if you look at the Communal Educational ~ystem. i1~'
whivh the children gare brought up in the kibbutz, you will imrnediatf'ly
see that
Ihey haven't ignored the instincts and basic desires of the individual. Tn
other words. the children receive an intensive care from the ,P1(lJn(,J1t
Ihey are horn, antil the age of)S.

d indevidual care, w~~reVE'a1inv
When talkmk about an mtensIve a~. f f
what it looKed likE' in' .
, d
f
I system ThIS IS ar rom
"d
f the kibbutz was born. 'roclay. .
with today s e uca lOna
the begining of the century when t~~~ ea ~o give them a better placE' ~hd
the ~ystem comes to secure the ch~ar:n~f the kibbutz, toe reason for'
way to be brought up. In e~rly . . Y
ults of of the necessities in
t
collective education was the'l~mldIa e res
d lake of schools- in the
every day's life, such as short m man-power. an

.

.

immediate area.
.
bI' h d by'-the Inter -Kibbutz {'~ The Child's World ~~gazme, pu IS e
__
_. ,_'.~ . _ _~ _' .
mittee for Education, run an interview with one of th~ fitst mothers m.
kibbutz Degania 'in - Israel,'
. '
. . '.,
.she says: -.-rrhad a child alre<:tdy two years, old, .Jwas eXpE"chnp: .
another when another mother joined the kibbutz. I suggest~d that one
us take cae of the children so the other will be able ~o work wIth t.he res.t ~r.,
the kibbutz. I brought this suggesstion befo~e the General Me~tm!! ofthp"
kibbutz and it waseccepted". Later on, she_adds:"How.in~QCel!.t ~'P w~re: "_.
in those days, we did not understan(l that the farriil,yua~dlts ~o11?I:f'nClre, :-'
the elements that give life to the kibbu~z, ard b~neds t~~ ~~~'hrr!': ".,'
together." The kibbutz. now-a-daysis a big unitbou~de?.t?g~ther ~~~ .c, '
solid. along with the accomplishment of normal and md~~Qual fa~~ly;>--.- .:'
unit.
.
, ., -:
~ .f~:""
She sums up by saying: "The idea even grew up along with the,increes . ~~<
the number of children that added to the kibbutz. The young generatIon .
demended biggeT r~sponsibilety from us"

:f.

."t

,.

.• ; '

TilE S(}('IOLOnV OF THE COLLECTIVlt F.DlTCATION.

THK KIBUTZ SOCIETY

The main influence on the creation and the development flfthf'
Collective education, comes from the reality in life itself in the kiphnt7.
The Collective Education could absorb only ideas that fittf'd in it!'
('conomical and social structure. Never the less, they l1ad to po side hy
side with its idealistic and cultural life.
To get a better understanding of the socia logy of the ('ollf'ctivp
I'~ducat ion. one has to understand the socia logy of the Kibbutz, heccHlse
the Collective F.ducation reflects its faundation.
Tim FAMILY.

Thefamily appears as an independent unit within thf'
houndries of the kibbutz" Even though the individual child is treatf'cI (If:
'one irJ <l group' he always desires to be. ~i~h his I?ar~J1.ts .~~ ,t;'f'arl~ ~f_
getting fogetherin the'afternoons.Hls ObVIOUS tfiat me parents trf'at theIr
ehildren and influance them a great deal by supplying the lovf' apn (,frection which they don't get· frorritHeir'pier group. ,,' . •
~.- ... , , ,- ,.
rn the family, the economical responsibilities from the parents tWC1rn~
f he ('hildren are none. Those responsibilities are on the kihbut7. 1'P(,
('hildren know from their very childhood that their futuI"f" is not
<,stablished by their parents, but by the kibbutz and their own t81ent~. Tn
1he city, the children are dependent on their parents economiraly. their
parents supply their food"cloths, etc., the parents economic proprf'ss i!' fl
: m<ljor factor in the psychological development of the child. Never thE'
: less, it is a major factor for conflicts between the parents ~nd their
t he parents are to share the lea sure time with their children.

The Jife in the kibbutz and the-collective edur;ationputs~a'n- Pri"d' 'fo·:t~ CI
patriarchic elements ~f the f~rrint·oTh,eir?~horot~es.~oweve~<.a~e:-r~t:'_'
cansseled, Ollly its'charaCteristic elements are different, because
influence on their children comes from the strong'intimatf' cotlllE'chon
hetween them. This connection is very strong but lacks the element of
formality. The parents athority, (or the lack of it) comes first of aJ] from
their personal characteristic element, their indeviduai ability to educate
and their every day's behavior.
Tn the kibbutz society, the parents shre between them the 'joh' of
educating their child. When their child comes to their house. in the (Ifternoon. he useually finds both of them, and they spend the wholf' (Ift ernoon with him: The connection between the parents.and .their. chUd iR ~'
stronger than that of the city type families, because.this.timeJs dedk~tfdL'"
fora 'family get together' .In. oth.er..w.or~$, JI1~;(l~i1l!:~ ~~\~I}.ql;~l~
{wards his parents, his exPectatiOri~ for, t~is' aft~rnooIlt,O, ,sPRnd wIth.-;
them, bI:'ings the innerJa.rnily conne<;tions-to aI1f~?'tr-eJIle:Mor~~-evf'r .. the.Collective Education System separated the education ,-'job' and Hfterl
from the parent the duty of limiting their children in means of what to do. '
where and how. what to buy, etc~ the-re1ationsbetw~en th~ children llnc1,'
parents became more harmonic. Their emotional tie is stronger in thE"
(larly childhood stage, the friendship and the common respect in thE' teen
'Iears. These build the family life on a strong foundation and secure the
parents influence as a major factor in molding their children's pl'rsonality. Finally, along with their growth, the" children se~,in thl'ir
parents the repres.enttclti.ve.s'. of ,the, alders.<>C~ety, in the· k~bbu~~ an~· R'et ,.
involved in tbe~ with a deep-enJOtiQn~1 connectip11,..
" ';:ill;

:Jif' :

THE POLICY OF EDUCATION
The equality, which indicates all the elements of kibbutz life, appf'arf:
in the educational element too. Each child is taken care of indevicluClHy
Ihough. equally.
The collective educational system respects the psychological demflnn
of the child in his early stages for a property of his own, such Mi Cl to~'.
doll. picture books etc. In every family house there is, whllt f:O'
called: 'The Child Corner',which the parents along with the FduC'ationClJ
Committee of the Kibbutz' take care of supplying it with the ri{!ht toyf':.
<lccordingly to the age and indevidual progress of the child
The kibbuts society achives a democratic life,which insists on fl totfll
('quality nmong the elected branches, the job given to the indevidual. thf'
(;(,Ilcral Meeting which comes to a conclusion by way of convincin? Clnn
hy a majority vote. all these, established the democracy in which ('ver~'
day's lifcis <l fact of life, not a formalachivernent. That fact ('omf1inf's 11
vC'ry important <1ffect, hecause the children are brought tip in a plC'lC'f'.
which discourages the strong from pushing the weak aside. Morf'-o\'('r.
lhe kibbutz is <l place to live for those who decided to, in the first pICl(,("
Hnd on their own will. That is why there is no place for forcing e8C'hfllh('r
for anything but to work out together individual as well as rOmf11ClJ1
p/'oblems,

STJ96ES

Such a kind' of life', the community type, which combines needs with
free chice, grew JlP organicly through education, which fits the sO<'iaJ
elements of the community. The children absorb the spirit of equality.c' .,(;.,
the inter-relation s based on helping each-other out, the respect for onf' to
_another and the respect for the kibbut.
The Collective Education System does not apperove of selection in
education however, it recognizes some levels among one group -of
students. It also insists on individualism to the extreme in the educationCll
approach tward each child, on fitting the subject matter to the student..
There is also resistance among the teachers in this system to rf'pf'ating
students who have failed.
Above all, there is objection to the grade system and examinations Cll'
indications of achievments.
To fulfil these principls, the kibbutz Educational Committee had to po
a long way. This system demands that the teachers help the ('hildren who
fail to keep up with the class. This extra indevidual help, causes an {'oual
level of echivements in the class. It have been proved, (according to thE"
1971 report of the Inter Kibbutz Committee for Education, that only 20 0/0
of the eighth grade goes to high school in the city, when in the kibbut7. 100
0/0 proced to the nineth grad, and the amount of stUdents that are hf'law
average is very small.
'
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The structure of the Collective Education wa's planed to orl!E'ni7(> thf'
children's life along with their education, out of the family framf'work
and to separate them in age groups which would supply all of their J1Pf'rl~.
The educational sections devides into three centers; nursurv.~('hool
. and teen age group center. The educatin Committee of tht' '¥ihI11lt7
which is made up of pl'offetional members, is in charge on supE"rvif:inp
these sections working the budgeC arranging the work and supply. lY\(lr<'
over. they are
<lJTanging special courses for handicapped or retarded childr€'n.
[nfant house
The babies are brought t,o the ,infant house, right after their i"lirth. 'T'hf'
hegining of the infant house was accompanied with much hE'l'itCltion
There were ,cases when mothers could not live up to what ~E'{'mf'cl [I
separationrrom their children, but with time, the infant house necClmr' [I
fact that was taken f<;lr ,granted. It reached a degree of hygiE'nic tlnn
rnpdical level.whi,cij broke all records. The preccentage of d{>ath in it .. if:
the lowest,in the world. (·The Inter Kibb tz Committee for Fducation-lflf,9
issue. )
The medical and hygienic approacJ} in the place was n-the most imrortClJ'lt
through psychological reserches, the infant house becamE' morE> likE" 41
homp. The psychoIogidll heeds-of the baby and that of his mothE'r. for 41
place to he more like a home, were transfered into reality. it rave th('
infant house' an intirria'te fe'elingwhich enabled the mother to he with hf'r
child.'
.
..
.
.
Dtlting th~ firs,t 's,ix weeks ~(ter the hirth, the mother
is released from'work. 'Lter. she works only half day. Tht' hOllr~. of h('r
work'day il1 creFls'es'until she finishes nursing her baby. Mothers that f('If
!iom~ reasons. 'are un able'to nurse her children, benifits the six VI'epks (Iff
work'. 'A'rter the rri~ther finishes nursing her baby, she sees him daly for?·
:1 ho~rsan(ff~e~shim'byhe'rsEHf once 'a day, at dinner timf'. 'T'hi~
<lrrangement enable the mother to take care andto be close toher hahy. 'I'
She_feeds him, washes him,dresses and play.with him. In this VI'8Y sh('
fulfills
the basic functions and maintains phisical and intimatE' tOllch.
w whi~h IS most important the child at that stage. In the (>arly wf'ek~.
t he baby is brought from the infant house to his parents houst' daily. 'T'hif:
way they are able to spend the afternoons with him .The parents vi~i.t thf'
haby at the infant house any time they feel like,
The phisicaI arrangement of the infant house, the toys which are pivpn
to ,t.ke,. . l)aby aceordj,ng to. h~s"stage, of ~eyelopment, the pE'orlE> thFlt
surround·him the nurse and her assistances, the yard in which the hCli"ly
!ip~nds. ~e,:,er~l ho~r~.a day" ,~'n ma~e? his lire colorful clOd p~e,vE'f.lts him
from hecoming bore~.

all'

to

The Kindergarten

w~en the bab; turns one and a half years old, he is 'transfered to thp
Children house. where he spends the next four years,Fvery six chil(/' ."n
has a' nurse that cortstract by aids through this period ..
·,W.,mi betW~e'tI'1!h~ ag~of 18 months to six years old, faces his t€"a('hf'r~
in Tr()n ofa situation. by whiCh they have to respond to his dE'mClT1cl for
indeviduallove. ,The ,amount of love and affection thae child needs CIt thi::;
age forces him to see his friends as competitors for this affection from
t he teacher who has to treat the group in that cqse, as whole. fJoweVE'r. hf'
gets a great deal of affection from his parents at the afternoon hour::;.
when they meet .
' .
The major job of the nurses and the teachers: is .to take care (1f thf'
children but at the same time she must be obJectIve and not lE"t th('
children win her love as an indeviduals, but as a goup.
.
The education in' the Children House is based on psycholopw(I]
reserches. lhaHsWhY, the :educators do not start teac~irig hyge~e hefore
this stage. TEducation in eating is ba:sedon the natural appeb~E' of thp
child Food is not forced on him. The child is able to playas he wlshe~. he
take; organized walks in the area, and has acce~s.to sui~ale play prollncl
equipments, in order to enable him to develop phlslCal SkIlls.

TfR.ltAcf

The Children House
This is a unit of fifteen to twenty children, with a permanent teachE>r
and -permanent nurse. In different kibbutzes one can. find two typ{>s of
Children Houses. The same aged group and the multiple aged group.
Those who choose the system of multiple aged group, see ill it thE'
advantage of creating relationships between different ages as if they
were brothers and sisters. In that way, the kibbutz teachers try to bring
the subject being taught to the elder children who have to !!ivE' an
example to the young ones. Those who are going for the same aged ~roup.
finds it unnessesary to educate the youngsters by inter-influE'n{'(J
relations. More over, they say that it might serve as an harmful factor thE>
other way arround. They think that care on homogenic group enablE'S th€"
teacher to get to the indevidual, the children's psychological needs arE'
easy to be tracked. The inter-relations among ages which are nessesary
for the psychological development of the children come to reality in thE'
kibbutz as a comunity, in celabrations, when all the children arp
gathering, etc.
The education in the children house, plays an important role in thE'
development of the child's personality. This stage is a center of aetivt'ty
and creation, it enables indevidualized educational activeties. It hujJrl~
up in the children the feeling of belonging to an intimate home and hinns
them together as a strong organic group. The children achieve a high
values of socialogy. Insteadl)f a development of agressions. The ('ommon
will to help each other in this age reaches a high level. Spontanious ano
organized play, jurnies and work, equipments and instruments which
'ask' for experiments and accupation, picture books, and ('omi('
magazines, a large back yard, eqQiped with play ground equipmE"nt. a
vegetable garden and a small animal farm, which is taken care of by the
children themselves, provide the children with. a flexable frame for
developing the nessesary skills they need at this stage.
Asa metter of fact, the children house stage is devided into two suhdevisions. Age 5-7, which is called the "The Passing Stage" from the
kindergarten, and for 7-18, which called "The Young Children Group".
Many psychologists in the kibbutz, do not belive that at the age of 5-7 a
child can carryon the duties of the older group, such as, small work
duties at the Kibbutz, and care of the Children'S Garden and Animal
Farm. More over, the Passing Stage avoids changes in teachers ,mn
reinforces in the youngsters, what has been taught in the kindergartE'n.ln
the passing stage, the teacher teach the children to read, write, and do
elementary math. The system at thiS stage is not to teach the children in a
group, byt only on an indevidual basis.
In the Young Children Group, age 7-12, the children leave together. in
groups of 20 . TThe name 'group' fits it more than a class, becausE' jt~
educational base ,is to direct the children to a comunal way of lifE' in
which its members live and work together. Every group has proffesional
teachers and a member (usually a woman) who brings their food from
the main kitchen, brings their laundry to the cleaning center, and takps
care of all their needs. This member is a proffetional who has to go
through a special course in the Inter Kibbutz Center for Education ,wherE>
she studys the basic psychology course, for the specific group shE' has to
work with.
The groups are formed·from one age groups forms·the cIasses,.w,aswE",
know them. All the groups comhine together to a devision of "The Youn~
Children Group". In thus devision, .they study lro:mtbree and.~ ,h~Jf; 119QrS.
a day, up to five hours a day. Besides the regular studies, the gathE'r
every afternoon for one and a half hours in their own groups,for musical
traning, stage workshop. Two to three hours, a day are spend with thE'
parents,
mostly in the after noons.
.
The Children Group has its own branches, they elect a secretary ann
have a work manager of their own, Their social life after school tjmp if;
totaly independent. They are supervized by their "aid member", butar~
not interupted by her. The Children Group establishes the foundations for
Public Opinion, which motivates the indevidual a great deal.
The Collective Education at this stage appeals to a suSubject System
as a a way for teaching. At first, the term is short, 3 or 4 weeks, Rut it
grows gradually and reaches a.6 weeks term.
.
(Continued on page 9)
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V.\HSITY TENNIS NOTICE--

Thousands of Topics

All former varsity tennis team
members and all men,:"howish to
fry oul for the varsity tennis team
meet with Or. Rosen on Tuesday, .
I"pbruary 12. 1974 in Room lOS of
the Science Building at 10:00 A,M
Please be prompt.
Dr. Henry Rosen. Carh
Tony Garafalo, Capt.

CLASSIFIED .
On Friday, January 25, a group
of people from the Bridgewaters
and surrounding towns met at the
First Parish' Church Parsonage,
in Bridgewater, and concluded
that the Bridgewaters and
surrounding towns may need a
"rap group," or a social and
discussion group, where people
may exchange ideas, and develop
friendship, trust, and feelings of
intimate concern.
To that end it was suggested
that a further gathering be held
on Friday, February 22, at 8 P.M.,
at the home of Dr. and Mrs.
Clifford Easter, 330 Forest Street,
in Bridgewater, and that an invitation be extended to those of
the public who would like to have
a serious and scholarly group in
which they could share ideas and
warm feelings. Any wishing to
come are asked to phone Clifford
and Barbara Easter at this
number: 697-7761.
It was felt that the teachings of
the world religions might be
explored,
that
specific
CLASSIFIED
ROOM in privet home, with young
people. Less than a minute walk
from campus.

1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC •.

.'

J.

'll941'WflSHtRE~!>: .$UJrr~n.
lOS ANGELES, C"~ll~. ~25 t '.
(213) 477-8474 or 471·5493
Our research material Is sold for

., 'research assistance only.

philosophies such as UniverHave a chance to get involved
salism might be talked about, and
LI'~TTERS
with
Education. Special Ed.,
that social and political issues
OF W.KH. Ou BOIS .TO BE
Phisical Ed., Secondary Ed.,
might be considered. At the same
Li<;CTt1HED ON
Elementary
Ed.
Join
The
time i was emphasized that there
Education Club S.N.E.A. Feb. 11Guys & Gals needed for summer
might be an endeavor to wo k
The Organization of Afroemployment at ~atlonal Parks,
15
Student
National
Education
toward feelings of trust, mutual
Private Camps, Dude Ranches and
:\l11pl'jcan Studt'nts arid the
Associa
tion.
Resorts throughou.t the nation,
friendship. and understanding.
English Cluh prE"sE"nt Malcolm
Over 50,000 students aided each
Toward this end, perhaps
year. For FREE Information on
('all on Ft'brllary 12, 1974 at 7:3fl
meditation might be considered,
student assistance program send
p.m. in tht' studt'ntllnion
YOU MISSED THIS: Cape Cod
self-addressed STAMPED enveor discussion of feelings in the
lope to Opportunity Research,
demonstration room. Mr. Call
Weekend,
Creative
Arts
Week,
light of books on transactional
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,
will lw It"during on thE" Iettl'rs of
First Aid, Professional Week,
Kalispell, MT 59901,
analysis, or otber sucb books,
W.KB.
Ou Hois. and ft"latt'd
.... yOU MUST APPLY EARLy ....
Speaker
Al
Cullum.
DON'T
MISS
could be held. While Unitarian
THIS STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM HAS BEEN
THIS:
Awarness
Workshop,
REViEWED BY THE FEDERAL TRIIDECOMMI5SIOH
suh.i('t'ts.
Universalists have taken the
Malcolm L. Call
Minority Relation Workshop,
initiative in suggesting the idea of
Secondary
Education
Workshop,
such a "rap group," it was felt
APOLOGY
If cancellation of classes is
Nature Workshop, Nutrition Work
that the group sbould be open to
In the DeC article from last week,
. necessaryJor snow the notice of
shop,
(Another
Cape
Cod
all who wish to consider matters;
I mentioned the extersion of Clep
cancellation will be carried on the
Weekend. Social Events. JOIN
Exams into areas other than
in a warm, friendly, objective,
following radio stations:
S.N.E.A.
English. It has been brought to
and scholarly spirit. The greatest
WBET Brockton
'my attention that the Clep Exams
empbasis seemed to be on
WBSM New Bedford
IT'S COMMING AGAIN! Join
have been extended into certain
creating an atmosphere of
WBZ Boston
.
S.N.E.A.
Feb.
11-15
.other areas. I stand corrected and
warmtb and friendship. where
WEEI Boston
people who feel a bit estranged in
apologizp my missunderstanding.
WOKW Brockton
our world can come and ,. feel , Advanced Meditators. There will'
K.M.
accepted by otbers who share
be an advanced
!.lecture on
their interests in the world of
TRANSCENDENTAL
. WORK OVERSEAS
thought and ideas.
MEDITATION on Thursday, Feb. All trades, skills and professions
College students and faculty
14, at 8:00 p.m. in SU-l. All Students and Graduates
are especially invited.
meditators are invited to attaned, Male Female
this will be the first time this year Higher pay, no taxes, travel to Australia, Europe, So. and ('('ntral
MEN!--WOMEN!
that the SIMS members can get America, Africa, and So. East Asia.....
JOBS ON~ HIPS! No experience
together to discuss possible TM on Write for brochure:
required.
Excellent pay.
campus. Also officers for next Worldwide Student Opportunities
Worldwide travel.
Perfect
year will be nominated. If you can P.O. "Box 1255
summer job· of career. Send $3.00

SUMMER JOBS

Call 697-3036, ask for ,steve or for information. SEAFAX, Dept.
_Frrum. CHEAP 20$ per week!

. $2. 75 p~r page
Send for your up·to-d~te, 160-page,
mail order catalog. E~clo!!e. $1.0.0
to cover postage (delivery time 1$

15-G P.O. Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.

.Class."

1. Owning the' company
before you're thiFty
is Class. "
2. Scoring with a beautiful
chick is Class.
:3. Driving a foreign
:sports car is Class.
4. Pulling an "A" on the
final exam is Class.

.'not attand please contact Leona 1075 Camino Flores
Giovannini at Pope Hall 697-8321 Thousand Oaks, Calif. 91360
anet Osterman,

.Once you know what
class is, you know
Tuborg Beer's· got class.
And now it's brewed

No class.

1. Owning your father's
company before you're
"in America~
thirty is No Class.
2. Scoring with your friend's At'Antericatrprices too
beautiful chick is No Class.
3. Driving it with foreign
Tuborg Beer.
sports car gloves is' No Class.
It's got class.
4. Pulling an "A" with
the help of the one next
to you is No Class.
5. Turning your garage
5. Parking your car
into a recreation room
in the recreation room
is No Class.
is Class.
6. Winning a football game, 6. Winning it by default
28-0, without your first
is No Class.
string quarterback is Class.
7. (You tell us). Please send your "Class-No Class"
suggestions to "The Comment" office. The' best "ClassNo Class" deRcriptions will receive a Tuborg -Shirt
".
and a Tuborg beer mug.
Winning ideas will be
published in two weeks.
..
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Student Governtnent Association
:TBE STATE OF THE ASSODATION
.,'

h'~~'~

SGA,Sena'te meeting was rather short Tuesday night. It

WMl

p~s.lghted by a. State of the Association Message delivered by SGA
,
,"

Ident Tom Hickey. The a?dress, a commendable first, outlinE.'s past

~~tldent,Goyern~en.taccomphshments a'nd those intended for the futurE" '

le messag~ \V;h~ch, was air~d through the Student Union Buildina
over WBIM IS as follows:
t'>

and

It is this. A~m.inistration which continually dilutes the power of the
Faculty by mSIstmg that Administrators be counted as members of thE"
Faculty Counci~, . thus redUCing the role of the instructional faculty to a
, purely staff posItion. Thus the Administration attempts to manipulate the
Faculty much the same way it attempts to manipulate the Students
One policy which we must unvaryingly be committed to is th;t only
st~dents have the power to appoint other students to any college co~
mlttees or boards.
St~dents who are placed in positions of representing students must he
appomted to those positions by the student's government.
In the upcoming semester there are 4 major objectives which this
government must achieve.
~., The eS"ablishme~t of a truely representative, tripartite governance.
~tro~ture, one that Will be democratic and efficient.
, . ,~t A system of. due process for all stUdents with respect to all college
rules a.nd regulatIOns. Every student must receive equitable treatment
from hiS peers and the assurance that his legal and person.al rights are
proteated.
3: Due to the retirement of our present Dean of Students, we must
dedIcate ourselves to search and selection of a successor.
4. It is important that we deal with the numerous fees which we as
students must pay every semester. These fees, which include the Librarv
fee, the Student Union fee, the Placement fee, the Commencement fe~,
the Health fee, the Phys. Ed. fee, the Athletic fee and any other which J
hav~ failed to ~ention must be re-evaluated to determin e wht'thf'r thf'
servIces for winch these fees provide are necessary and helpful to thf'
students who pay them.
In the light of rising tuition as much as $600 a semester, the students
cannot be expected to pay the fees which benefit a small minority.

Thomas P. Hickey
SGA President
.February 5, 1974

'STATE OF THE ASSOCIATION MESSAGE
The purpose of this message is three-fold. F.irst, I wish to highlight
some of the accomplishments of the Student Government Association
during this past semester. Secondly, I wish to outline the policies which
this government must adopt in order to achieve certain goals flor thE"
semester ahead. And lastly, I wish to enumerate these goals in ordE.'r that
all students understand where the ship of Student Government is headE'd
in the s~mester ahead.
Let's then talk 'about the accomplishments of this government during
. the past semester" In the spring of last year, the Student GovernmE"nt
wrote an urgent letter to Governor Sargent requesting that he veto a hiH
which would have allowed the Administration to cannabilize our librarv
he did so. No other effort was made by any other group, despite the fa~t
that most of the 'College Community' agreed with the position of thE"
Student Government Association.
The Student Government is mostly responsible f{;r the formation of thE'
Ad Hoc Space Utilization Committee.
The SGA succeeded in having formed an Ad Hoc All College GovE"rnance Committee which will be meeting for the first time this SE.'mE.'stE'r.
Further, we have succeeded in contracting with two of the finest ring
companies in the state for the purpose of selling school rings to interE.'stE'd
students. Thus SGA has eliminated the normal commission charged hy
the school bookstore, a fact greatly appreciated when one realizes that
the commission equaled or exceeded $10 per ring.
I need not remind you that through the efforts of Senate President Miss
Kathleen Germain and other hard working members of the SenatE.', thp
students managed to alter the school calendar in such a way as to rallS£'
the least amount of inconvenience to the student body, while at thE.' sam£'
time maintaining the academic excellence of the BridgewatC'r
Curriculum.
And last but not least the SGA retained the services of an Attorney
through an arrangement which provides for over 200 hours of studE"nt
consultation filling a need which has long been ignored.
Let me now address myself to certain policies which this government
must adopt in order to achieve our goals for next semester.
I am sure you all realize that this Bridgewater community is not a
cohesive body, rather, it consists of a tripartite power structure. The
Administration, headed by Dr. Rondileau. constantly lobbys for that
which will benefit it. The Faculty does the same and, if I may be ('andid
with you, so does the SGA. I feel that this system is a proper one until tht"
day tha t we can pay more than lip service to a unified.college community.
The problem with this tripartite system of government that wt' find
ourselves dealing with at Bridgewater. is that the administration ('onstantly overextends its power thus many times interf(>ring' with th ..
sovereignty of student arfairs.
..,
It was this Administration that attempted to canmbahze our I,lbrary
by rearranging its function .by attempting tQ usurp properly delegated
Faculty 'and Student powers.

The youth Group
At this stage in most kibbutzes, the children studies at a center, which
combines 5-7 kibbutzes. The children sleep in the center over night, hut
visit their parents every after noon. In fact they are free to come and ~o
as they wish, besides the school hours. The center is supervized and
assisted by the kibbutzes which involved in it. Every age-group has its
own building and is based on co-education system.
The buoldings combines the class room, lab.,and the students living
room which looks like an average dormatory. In this buildings, the
Collective Educational group plays a major role in the student social life.
The unity among them goes deeper and deeper; . They learn to respE"rt,
each other's needs, and develop deep emotional relations with ('aeh
other. The emotional 'get away' from their parents considered beneficial
for a healthY emotinal development in the child's personality. The group
plays the role of a work shop for educating its own members and finds a
basis for their characteristics and points of view, by bringing lip
problems as they arise, at a Group General Meetings.
The Youth Group is based on the elements of 'Supervized Independence' which serves self evaluation of the children in opposing
points of view, to the aid members and teachers. The General Meeting of
·he group, deals with all of the problems besides school programs, suC'h
as, security i and health. They are able to The atitude twards the teacht"rs
and members who work with the children is based on friendship, therE" il'
no formality in their relations with their teachers, even though, they see
them as the representatives of the educating society. At this stage, thE'
older group members, serve as guides to the youngsters. They study six
hours and work three hours each dayInthe tenth grad, the studies divid(;'f;
into Humanistic and Science devisions, along with requierments such as,
English, sports, and music.
The Collective Education High School is not litteraly a vocatjona~
but provides an education for work, and directing its students to appriciate the nessesity in 'blue collar' work, and to establish in them good
work habbits.
'
The Collective Education is a sintetic one, which is directed to thE'
Kibbutz member who is educated and enabled 0 l~ve in the verrieties of
the kibbutz life, ( agriculture, social and culture.) That is why it leads to
development of a person who is imoral1y independent a. Inevidualized
education, which plays a big role in this system, does not negatE.' it, hut
completes the system. The same kind of way of life, the dependen('y in
public opinion, does not put an end to indeviduality, however, the kibbutz
way of life, as in any institUtion, provides a greater variety of oppertunities to the· indevidual.

l
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· SKATING BEARS BANG BABSON IN OT 5 --- 4
BRACE FOR CRUCIAL CONTEST AT HOME SAT
By Tom, Perry

t'"

j

There was something about the
.way the Bridgewater State
(hockey team, was playing last
Saturday against Babson at the
West Suburban Arena in Natick
that told you there was no way
they were going to lose the hockey
game.
It took an extra period but they
won and had you been there you
would have known that a11 along.
A Jim McKeon goa] at 3:]3 of the
overtime period gave theBSC
Skating Bears their fourth
straight triumph and their
seventh win Qf the year against as
many losses.
All afternoon McKeon had been
accelerating past the Babson
defense with a brilliant burst of
speed that only he (and maybe
Bobby Orr) is capabJe of showing.
Although he had chalked up two
glittering goals, he had been
I'Obbed time after time by Babson
goalie Brian Powers.
McKeon excelled in this game
but he is going to have to bow to
the applause with the rest of his
teammates. The hockey team is
that kind of outfit: they're a team- and those are the best kind!
The game's first goal was
scored on some hustle by the hard
hitting Chuck Healy, a defenseman.
The sophomore from
Dedham received a, pass from
behind the net off the stick of
Jimmy O'Leary, a freshman out
of Wakefield, and Chuck rifled it
along the ice from point blank
range and it slammed off the far
post past the sprawling Babson
netkeeper. O'Leary fought off
two Babson skaters along the

The first period ended with
BSC holding' a goal advantage,
and the Bears would soon add to
that in the second period. High
scoring center Peter Pascucio
darted past two Babson defensemen at 2: 52 of the second period
10 notch an unassisted tally and
give the Bears a 2-0 edge.
Babson countered with their
first goal of the game at 4:53 of
I he second period.
It was a
redirected job that split the legs of
BSC's outstanding sophomore
goalie Jack Foley, another
Wakefield product.
Just seconds later, at 4:57,
.Jimmy McKeon netted his first
score of the contest. Freshman
Mike Fitzgerald. an A11Scholastic sensation from Marshfield.earned a big assist on this
particular goal. There was a
rol1ing puck slowly making Vs
way toward the Babson goal.
Fitzie outlegged the Babson
defender to the puck and as the
goalie came flying out ofthe net to
cover up. the redhead from
Marshfield managed to squirt the
puck back to McKeon, who'
slammed it home past the
prostrated Powers from Babson.
Babson then took advantage of
'some sloppy play and a couple of
Bridgewater penalties to score
two power play goals. One of
these ea me at 7: 52 of the second
period and the Bears went into the
third period with the one goal
lead.
At 6; 18 of the last regulation
period Babson scored another
goal on a redirected puck and
knotted up the score at three. But
it wasn't long before Jim McKeon

boards to deliver the pass to led the Bears, as they roared back

THE CAPTAINS

Jim McKeon

to go ahead {just for awhile>.
Another freshman, Pat Galvin
from Milton, assisted McKeon on
this goal as he made a smart pass
to Jim, who cleanly beat Babson
goalie Powers and the score stood
at 4-3.

Babson wasn't about to admit
that Rridgt"wat£'r just wantt'd to
win this gamt" mOff' so thf'Y,ti£'d
up till' gam.- at 9: 17 of th.- third
IWl'iodon y.-t anoth£'r dt'flection
that sqllirtt"d past BSC's Foley.
For tIll' )"£'mainder of r£'gulation
tim(. th; tt"Clms trad£"d th£" puck up
and down th(! ito..- and th£' contt'st
was fo)"ct'd into ov£'rtimt', But it
didn·t matt£"r bt'cllas£" you knt'w
S00111'J' or latf'r that Bridgt'watf'r

W(lS ~ojn~

to win.

Bill Norman ' Rick_Fol~Y...

Aller a bnef intermission the'
Babson goalie and as Powers
sank down with his' ~hot the puck puck was dropped t9 be gin .the
, trickled in oever the gC)3lline and 'third overtime tilt that the Bearsthe jubilant Bears emptied the have been in .this season.
Bridgewater hacl, dropped their
bench to swarm their hero,
,
two previous overtUne::' games.
McKeon.
So. Saturday evening at , But it didn't matter because you
Crossraods. the Bears new home ,'knew the Bears would win.
The winning goal came after
ice, Ithaca will meet the ,high
Peter Pascucio and Pat Galvin
, flying. hard skating BSC hockey
managed to leak out a pass f~
learn, and the way they've been
MeKeon who gathered it in at the
playing lately, you just might be
hlue line along the left wing side.
able to go to-the game and get that
McKeon iired a bullet from about
feeling that you know they're
twenty feet to the left of the
going to win!

HOOP TEAM-SHOW..s~";J·,;J"

TlIEY KNOWiI6W~ ~';

,Chuck.
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JACK FOLEY BSC GOAUE

TO WIN REALL'y BIG
Perhaps the most glittering
silver lining tucked inside the
heavy cloud hanging over .the
hasketbaI1 squad· this season is
their ability Lowin big,·when they
win. Tuesday night there was a lot
of breathing room in the stands as
l he Bt'ars suffica ted the Lowell
State basketball team 93-5:l.
Bpars' head ('oarh, Tom
Knudson, got fine performances ~anH'S had ('nd£"d and th(' rail~ had
nut of ~very boy on his squad h'H HS(, luidfivt' phl:V"~s hit
heginning with co-captain Rich dOllhl(' fignr('s \~,.jth·~'Brt'nnan
Brennan continuing right on down tOJ)pin/.{ til(' list with it points,
lhrough the roster to Bruce
Tht'I'.- w('r(' iIHpr('~si~":' pl'r"Pnrdoe" Parson, who had ,to 'r~)J'maJi('(is, from frpsh'nla'fJ guard
<'ndure a ribbing from some St..\,(', Crocf"tti and'" Tl>'rrv' ' Mc"('ackling clowns",
It was just Nanlii,·a'. Walt DriscQJI pJay(>d
one of those nights when nothing 011(' of tht" firit>s! gan~t"~in 'his
W<'flt wrong for the Bears .... oh
,Young carE'E'r. Th(l firt.'fi rr.-~hhlan
hive us more of these, please!
show('d somt" fin(l 'movt"s, IInM{'anwhile, Lowell State was dt'J"lwath and an agr"~sl~"nf'ss
('hurned up and spit out bv the that fiSC (>an ('{'rtainly liSP lindt'r
BIG BEAR machine as the BSC Hl(, hmu·ds. Thl' rf'gulars ,werE'
PHlijSS AND F FTREGALL fast cllso cH'ollnd singing· th(,jf '~am('
hreak ignited mostly by new old song of str nn'g perfor~ance
fil'orner Terry McNamara, did it
including .Joh!1 . McSharry.
ali for BSC.
The first half was
"
,Most Hllpressive
marked by fairly even play but performance of th~ night aWHrd"~
the Bears managed to flex a little h~)w('ver is given to 'Steve 'Mcmuscle just before the half and NaJ]y. The Renior forward came
walk kownstairs to the lickers off the bench in the second half to
with a ten oint lead. There was to "('count for ,13 ,quick points.
h(' no messing around in the
After the game C(}ach Knudson
second half as just about ,said. "W(> finally played ,lik~: we
pveryone on the Bea~s bench got ('an when w~' want to. ,M~ybe
into the act.
It started ~ith a W(l 're sta~ting to put' i( back
press, where everyone took turns lo~ether. ': ,Let's hope ,so.
tlf stealing the. ball from the
Sa t urday afterl1oon, thiswlnter
hapless Lowell unit.
Mike \\;('ek (',n cJ. l~eBearswhi' be
Tifonoff, Hich Brennan. .John lo?k,~ng, 1,0 ~]?W. .Ma's~."N,.~'at{me

AFTERNOON'

i.

;

'",.

THIS SATURDAY

I

KICKS OUT THIRTY VS BABSON

(ia·<lzw(.ski, .1.8., Walt Dris('oli.
Sit'v,- ('I·o(·l·tti. it al. It was all fun
and ~anws.
IUt.-r thE' fun and

of

ngain. II could be a lot fu'n .. ~ go
get there early the Jayvee game
starts at 1: 00 p.m.
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FLORENCE AND GUISTI
"PRIDE AND POWER"

By Tom Perry

Both Florence and Guisti are offense. Hich won his squad's
quick to point out that the last Outstanding Offensive Player
Can two ex-high school cothree years have been marked by Award, made the first team of the
captains find true happiness
a slow painfull progress that has Sun Stars All Star Team and this.
serving as co-captians of the
lifted the Bears from their past season he had the distinction
Bt'idgewater State football learn?
doormat status to their present of being the only Bridgewater
WH, if enthusiasm and opmediocrity. As Tom Guisti puts Football player to make AJItimism fm' the building blocks of
it, "The year before our class got ('onfet·ence. During the summer
slIccess,' and success breed
here didn't win a football game.
Ill; works as a Bricklayer. "This
hal>IJiness, then it is only logical
But, we've improved every year. , Iwills build me up for football' and
that Rich Florenc and Tom Guisti
Things are getting better and , since he appeared on the scene
are going ot be wearing happy
that's good."
l1('r(' at ESC', the elem('ntry
faces next fall during footbaJl
The role of being team leader is Education major, has started in
S{laSOIl. The two junior who will
Tom Guistj
one that some good athletes can 21'1 consecutive games.
co-captain the Bears through
"Tom has done an outstanding of satisfaction and' pride that he
have difficulty adjusting to.
From the defensive side of the
tht'il' grid
wars in 1974 are
However, Florence and Guisti,
job as a roveft back the past two gets. "When I was younger I used
ledger, Tom Guisti, will be no:
all'eady getting ready for the
years." Mazzafero contends. "He to take a lot of pride in the fact
should be able to face this
stranger to many of the referees
s('ason, which they 'both are
challenge
with
relative
has good football mind and a lot of that I was playing against guys
around the area.
This past
anxiously awaiting,
ease ... they've both been there
enthusiasm. Because of this, we who were much bigger than I am,
'season, because BSC's two co"Next year," says Rich
I don't think size is that imfeel he should be good leader for
before.
captains wre both offensive
Florence, "will be the turning
us next fall."
porta nt, but if your smaller you
Florence, who hails from
players, Tom served as captain
point for Bridgewater football.
Both new co-captains agree have to playa different brand of
Lowell, co-captained the Keith
when
the Bears defense was on
We're going to go from being a
that "Pride has to take over" in football.
'You have to be
Academy gridsters his senior the field.
Guisti, a Newton,
mediorce team to a good team, a
order for the Bears to be suc- aggressive and exciting to watch
year and has been cited several
product,
also
co-captained
his
really good team!"
cessful. They point to their fresh- and people will notice you along
times for his outstanding lay on
high school football team, which
man year as an example of what" with the big guy."
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - ____ ' was undefeated his senior year.
they mean. "The seniors our
Rich Florence feels that the
Sports
He earned berths o~ t?e ~11year
would
go
in
to
game
of football is kind of a last
freshman
_________________ '
Conference team, whIle 10 hIgh
certain games and tell you there test tube to test masculinity.
, school, for two straIght years and
,
was no way you 'can beat this "There are very few ways for a
served as Captain of the team.
team.
In a sense' they beat man to test himself today and
Before coming to Bridgewater,
themselves." claims Guisti.
footbalL is a challenge that conthe physical education major,
Things have been improving fronts man with a good test of his
attended Cardinal Cushing
according to the duo and the team physical and mental capacities."
Academy in West Newbury. He
seems to be a lot closer than it did states Florence.
has been starting a linebacker
Soon, yes before you know it, it
when they first arrived here at
here at Bridgewater fu~ the past Bridgewater. There is room kor will be time for the class of 1975 to
two years.
improvement claims Guisti.
enjoy their last hurrah here at
Bears' head coach Peter "The team has to pull together as : Bridgewater through the year
Mazzaferro is pleased with his
a unit.. .. we want to do everything there will be a lot of happiness
team's selection of co-captains. as a team ... especially win!"
and sadness that the seniors will
"Rich has been an outstanding
Men who compete in the game be able to look back on. For two
In the next life I were to return as a auitcase and just happen to retain lineman," says the BSC mentor,
the ravenous appetite that shoves me to seconds at Tilly then I think I'd "and he's shown improvement of football are special breed of members of the class of '75, Rich
like to be owned by a dorm student here at Bridgewater. For ('ertainly over the-years. We feel he's what athlete and they all have their Florence and Tom Guisti, there
own reasons for why they, should be a lot of happiness in the
their suitcases must rank among the best fed in the world.
a football captain should be:
dedicate themselfes to, such a faU as they lead the Bridgewater
A tipicalB.S.C. suitcases undoubtly digests enough clothingh throtlp-h
tough, deicated and hard
strenuous endeavor. Tom Guisti State football team out of
out the~CJj)urfle$..O(,tbli:.,yea.r toc1Qth~ the entire nudist popUlation of thp
working."
world, They are nurished weekly on a steady diet of underwear, pant/:;,
says he plays football for a feeling MEDIOCRITY.
shirts, and other essential weekend wearings that stuff the stoma('hs of
suitcases on Friday afternoons. Oh, they're so paunchy as the parade
past. you after being fabric fed to their handles that they have to hurh <'!nd
excuse themselves from the campus till Sunday evening!
On Saturday, February 2, the !'ul,~ court man-to-man pressure the second half to win easily by a '
Meanwhile, there is a regiment of "regulars", those people who tw]ong
to the familar faces you see around here on weekends, who helve Women's Basketball Temas which c?used many turnovers, final score of 47 to 32. Top'scprer
dedicated themselves to starving suitcases in the closeted darkness of opened their season hosting but Bridgewater could not was Karen Baptista with )4
their rooms. These students have decided that college is more then red Springfield College. This game ' capitaIi~e by coming up with points; also in double figures was
bricked buildings, time consuming classes and pain the ass assignmpnts, also initiated a new feature to the successful shots. The final score .Joan Howard with 10 point~
College is people, new friends, and riew way of life; so the regulars stCly. program which was called i was Bridgewater 39, Springfield, Rebounding honors went to Joan
If you happen to be a regular you probably realize campus life around Parent's Day. On the first home, 45. Top scoring honors for both Howard and Kathy Parker with II
here on week end is hardly ever an orgy of exitment. Now that the f'llih game of the season, the parents I team~ was Cthy Prend:rgast with each. Other members of the
Reboundmg honors junior varsity team, include:
has posted their anual ban on the college "Hoodlums" things ('ould get of the players were honored and 16 pomts.
worse. So, if after being back only a week t~e Bridgewater boredom h1nes hosted to a coffee hour after the went. to Cathy ~rendergast and Katie Tyndall, Eileen Tibbetts,
The Bridgewater MarCIe Arnold With JI each. Other, Sue Gibb, Sue Walas, Doreen
bum you out; fear noL They'll be enough action around here this weekend gnme.
on (and off> so everyone can get a piece of it!
varsity team, playing against a I ~mebers of th,e varsity squad Quintiliani, Betty Jenewin and
This Thursday
A familar friend returns Friday evening and many people are anxiOlIR much taller Springfield team I~clude: ca~tam- An~ Petruz- Mary 'l'rahan.
to enjoy his antics once more. Then, Saturday there'll be so much Cl('- struggled dur·jng the fitst half zlello, .JanIce DeCaire, Sue the varsity team travels to the
hum-drum holding up the walls around here might break down to leClvP scoring only 17 points to Baptiste, Jackie Dunphy, Bar- University of Connecticut for the
the roofs of all the dorms campus caving in.
Sf>ringfit~ld's 27 points. Applying a barn Stevens, Tessie Mayer, Am! 5econd contest of the season. The
At :3:00 in the afternoon, which is usually way past hang over for mORt' little more pressure along with a McGowan and Gina Silva.
The remaining home games for the
people, the basketball team will tap-off against Mass Maritime. Thp l11Rt sagging defense, the third quarter junior varsity game was a close season are:
time these two teams collided the Bears swapped the hardwood at KE'l1y went <l little better; however, contest a t half time with
February 15th- Keene State 6:30
Gymnasium with the midshipemn from Mass. Maritime in 94-55 rout. Spl'ingfield still had the edge in Springfield behind by 2 points.
Varsity only
S~~turday's game wiH take place at Kelly Gymnasium and the R('(m~ scoring. With four minutes left in However, the si1ridgewater girls
February 18th- Central Conwould like '10thing more than to put on another display of the typE' of the game, Bridgewater applied surged forth scoring 27 points in. necticut State
6:00j.v., 7:30
basketball they can pblY like they did against Lowel State lllst Monday,
varsity
'You'll hardly have time to regain your voice, take in an interestllfe
Ji'ebruary 20th- Northeastern
O~ited'meal, and relax wJth'a Coke or something and than it will hE' tim('
fi:OO j.v., 7:30 varsity
, 'fo~' hockey action, The a's.c. skating Bears will be making th(~ir hom('
Ii'ebruary 28th- Westfield State
debut of the semester at near-by Grossroads Areana in West
li::m j. v. only
13ridgewater.ln case you haven't heard of hockey team happens to hE' the
hottest thing to hit this campus since they began lowering the thermostfl ts by Katie Mason
BILLIARDS
Langenthal
Nov.
29--Eric
m:ound the campus.
. .
defeated
Ron
McHugh
50-40.
,
The hockey is riding the wake of a four game w1O~mg atreak as thE'Y
The ACUI Tournament for Nov. 27-·Jack Kerzner defeated
have out-skated their opponents in their last four outmgs and outs('or~ci fable tennis. billiards and chess Tom Kinsman 50-40.
Nov. 29--Jack Kerzner defeated
the opposition 27-18 in their last four games. So , Saturday the stage will continues in the game room after
Tom Kinsman 50-47.
be set to sustain the skein and BCS will face off aganst a strong .Jthflc~ ,;the long semester break, The Nov. 27--Jack Kerzner defeated
TABLE TENNIS
College unit. According to Captain Bill Norman, "We'll be sky hIgh "hiS 'dates of the Regional Tournament Bill Noyes 50-43.
Saturday especially in the ice!
to be held at Central Connecticut
Just to insure that everyone on campus will be able to get to the gel me , State College have been changed Nov. 28--Larry Kalis defeated Bill Nov. 30 Jose Soares defeated
Mike Gormley, President of the MAA, announced.Montda Y that the ~:n'f: from February 8th and 9th to Gillis 50-42.
Gary Halgunseth 3-1
Athletic Assosiation willprovide free transportation 0 Ithe game.
ere February 21st and 22nd.
An
are noticees posted around the SU, .. so there's no excuse..
students playing in' the Tour- N
ll·s defeated Dec. 3 Jose Soares defeated Mike
ov. 28-- Larry Ka
Cobb 4-2
So, to the regulars, area commuters and even thbose habltt~Ual homf' nament are reminded to complete Jack
Kerzner 50-34.
bodies who might be condemmed to the campus ecau~e e t'~ergy their matches as soon as possible
or Jose by forfeit. The
Nov.
28--Eric
Langenthal ~~~'e2k9 Mike Cobb defeated Greg
crunch the weekend can be as good as you ~a~e .to n:~ke It. T;~~e II
people who will banguet their bags and st~f t elr SUI ~ases rI ay Cl - following are the results to date: defeated Mike Byrne 50-41.
ternoon... may you, feed them till they vomIt all over you.

Rich Florence.

a
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ARE YOU PACKING
,YOUR SUITCASE
THIS WEEKEND
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BSC GIRLS SPLIT OVER WEEKEND
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Pictures talk.
Some little boys don't.
Some inner-city ghettos have special schools. For little
boys who don't talk.
Not mute little boys. But children so withdrawn, so afraid
of failure, they cannot make the slightest attempt to do anything at which they might fail.
Some don't talk. Some don't listen. Most don't behave. And
all of them don't learn.
One day someone asked us to help.
Through Kodak, cameras and film were distributed to
teachers. The teachers gave the cameras to the kids and told
them to take pictures.
And then the miracle. Little boys who had never said anything, looked at the pictures and began to talk. They said
"This is my house." "This is my dog." "This is where I like

to hide." They began to explain, to describe, to communicate.
And once the channels of communication had been opened,
they began to learn.
We're helping the children of the inner-city. And we're
also helping the adults. We're involved in inner-city job programs. To train unskilled people in useful jobs.
What does Kodak stand to gain from this? Well, we're
showing how our products can help a teacher-and maybe
creating a whole new market. And we're also cultivating
young customers who will someday buy their own cameras
and film. But more· than that, we're cultivating alert, educated citizens. Who will someday be responsible for our society.
After all, our business depends on our society. So we care
what happens to it.

Kodak

More than a busi ness.

